The **Elite** test and calibration range

You’re in control

Druck’s Elite range from GE gives you state-of-the-art calibration, communication and data integration on the move.

- 3 tools in 1 – calibrator, test meter and HART/Fieldbus/Profibus communicator
- Best in class accuracy for pressure, electrical, temperature and frequency
- Modular system: re-range in the field, configure by application, expand when needs change
- Intrinsically safe approvals for hazardous area use
- Easy to use large screen and one touch menus
- Automates procedures, documents results and integrates with calibration software, such as 4Sight2.0™

Essential | Expert | Elite

Modular multifunction communication and calibration

www.gemeasurement.com/test-calibration
Intrinsically safe **Process Calibration Tools** from GE

The Druck Process Calibration range from GE for test, calibration, commissioning and maintenance of a broad range of measurement and control devices situated in hazardous areas.

To help you select the right Intrinsically safe process calibration tools we have categorised our products into three ranges: Essential, Expert and Elite.

The Essential range provides rugged, accurate and easy-to-use test and calibration tools, Expert introduces higher accuracy and more functionality and the Elite range provides a modular system offering state-of-the-art multifunction communication and calibration.

Across all three ranges, you can be confident that every one of our products gives you the same high quality, reliability and ease of use you would expect of a Druck range from GE, so you can keep your people and plant running efficiently, productively and safely.

The **Essential** range

- Digital Pressure Indicator DPI705-IS
- Loop Calibrator UPS-III-IS
- Digital Pressure Gauge DPI104-IS

The **Expert** range

- High Accuracy Pressure Calibrators DPI610S
- High Performance Pressure Calibration DPI615S

The **Elite** range

- Advanced Modular Calibration System DPI620GENII-IS

www.gemeasurement.com/test-calibration